All subjects of the SESB branch are taught at a native level, whether
German or English. Native speakers of English teach History, Biology
and English at the SESB Hans-Litten-Schule.
Most students come from the SESB Peter-Ustinov-Schule, our SESB
partner school. However, we do accept students who are uent in
English and German. Get in contact and make an appointment to do the
language test.

The SESB is about learning and studying in two languages. English and
German are the partner languages at the SESB HLS. The goal is to be
uent in both languages academically in order to be able to access
universities around the world. Many SESB alumni have started careers
abroad. It is their bilingualism that has given them a head start - even in
Berlin.
Learning about the past, analysing the present and predicting the future
of Europe are the cornerstones of the SESB curricula.
The SESB reaches out to people and the world.
In recent years we have made trips to London’s theatres, museums and
court. With our partner school NewVic in Newham, our students
analysed German and British history books together with London
students. At present we reach out to English-speaking schools around
the world, either by the British council or by e-twinning.
Each year there are literary projects such as the SESB literary award in
Year 11. In Year 13 students take part in an international literary/arts
competition in cooperation with the Chapman University in California.
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As the SESB is a unique kind of school, it has always attracted visitors
from abroad. We have had visitors from Iceland and Spain and history
teachers from the UK, who came to see how our lessons are structured.
One history teacher compared one of our history lessons to a seminar
course at an English university.
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What do SESB alumni say about their student years?

My time at Hans-Litten was very colorful. The school has some great
teachers especially in the SESB branch. The 3 years were definitely very
eventful and I’d definitely recommend it
John, SESB Hans-Litten-Schule graduate 2020
I highly recommend enrolling into the SESB Hans-Litten school, as the
school is infused with economics and law, providing practical
knowledge for every job.
Paula, SESB Hans-Litten-Schule graduate 202
Without the SESB class, I would not have had the privilege of working
towards a C2 Abitur, with a unique class of people, who share and
embrace the same language as I, as well as listening to their unique
opinions they have formed throughout their lives all over the world.
Erik , SESB Hans-Litten-Schule graduate 2020

Biology is one of the subjects to be taught in English. Topics that
students study are Ecology and Sustainability, Genetics and Evolution,
among others. As is the case in all SESB subjects, academic language
and writing is an integral part of the curriculum.

History is not only about learning from the past. History also provides us
with answers to issues facing us today. In our History course we
establish what history is. Students are taught how to analyse primary
and secondary sources. The aim is to be able to identify reliable and
biased information in order to reconstruct what happened. A helpful skill
in the era of “fake news” or outright lies. In cooperation with SESB
English, students engage with the complexity of oral history and process
the testimonies of survivors of the Holocaust.

SESB English is one of the subjects that is studied in much greater
depth - as a Leistungskurs. The focus here is on literature and writing
creative and argumentative texts. We follow the topics of the Berlin
curriculum of English, however, we go into more depth. Literature and
linguistics, the study of languages, are integral parts of the internal
curriculum.
Visits to theatres, to schools and projects abroad augment the learning
experience at the SESB Hans-Litten.
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Register for an admission talk in May 2022: sekretariat@hans-litten-schule.de

